Mortality and Rates of Secondary Intervention After EVAR in an Unselected Population: Influence of Simple Clinical Categories and Implications for Surveillance.
Post-EVAR surveillance has a major impact upon patients, carers and healthcare resources. We hypothesised that elective indication, on-IFU anatomy, use of a modern device or normal first CTA, or a combination of these categories, might predict a rate of secondary intervention low enough to alter current surveillance protocols. Patients undergoing EVAR in our institution between 01.05.2007 and 28.02.2013 were assessed. Data on indication (elective, emergency), anatomy relative to IFU, device, first month CTA result, secondary intervention and mortality were obtained. Kaplan-Meier charts of mortality and freedom from secondary intervention were produced. Statistical analysis was by log-rank test and Cox proportional hazard modelling. 234 patients underwent EVAR (188 elective, 208 on-IFU). Most implants were Endurant (106) or Talent (98). 151 patients had a normal first CTA. By median follow-up of 38.6 months, 39 patients underwent secondary intervention. A normal first CTA and elective indication were significantly associated with reduced risk of secondary intervention (p < 0.001 and p = 0.042 respectively), but device type and placement on- or off-IFU were not. Elective placement with a normal first CTA was 93 % predictive of freedom from secondary intervention by 32 months post-EVAR. Of nine patients undergoing secondary intervention in this group, eight presented symptomatically. In optimal procedural circumstances with normal post-procedural imaging, only 7 % of patients undergoing EVAR require secondary intervention, a minority of which is driven by surveillance. These data support a change to surveillance more tailored to the individual patient, and highlight the need for further qualitative and quantitative research.